HX Series Gas Pool & Spa Heaters
Once pools were just a way to cool down in summer and spas were considered a luxury item. Pools were great
fun for a few months of the year and spas were considered costly to run. Today, more and more pools and spas
are fully heated using low cost Gas Heating to extend your enjoyment of your investment A hot, relaxing spa is
a delight for the entire family. It’s also perfect for entertaining - even at short notice. With an appropriate size HX
heater, your spa can be heated in as little as 1 hour and your pool in under 24 hours*. For pool and spa heating
at an affordable price, the HX Series gas heater is the perfect option.

Gas heating is the fastest and most economical way to
heat you spa. The HX70 or HX120 provide a low cost
solution to the task of spa and pool heating along with a
range of impressive features.
A heater to suit your needs
Two models available to ensure faster heating at the lowest
possible cost. Use the charts opposite to determine the
model which best suits you pool or spa.

Genus is much more than just a clever controller
The large Liquid Crystal Display was designed to be
the perfect diagnosis tool providing as much, or as little
information as you require. It displays water pressure and
thermostat operation, ignition status, actual and set point
temperatures. It even helps protect the heater and can be
used to run a complete fault analysis if ever necessary

Remarkable Eficiency
The all copper inned tube heat exchanger accepts high
low rates which improves the heater eficiency and
prevents scale formation in the waterways. This results
in less maintenance needed and up to 83% eficiency
meaning you will hardly notice a difference to your current
gas bill when heating a 1600L spa.
Copper-Nickel Heat Exchanger
The heart of any gas pool or spa heater is its heat
exchanger. Its task is to eficiently transfer the heat
generated by burning gas to the pool or spa water. This is
achieved by passing that water through tubes of amazing
Hurlcon Copper-Nickel heat exchanger. On the outside,
these tubes are covered in ultra thin ins. These ins absorb
the heat produced by the burners below and transfer it to
the water lowing inside each tube.

Electronic Touch Controls
The Genus touch control thermostat provides a host of
intelligent features including:
• Optional Remote control from either poolside or in
home
• Actual Temperature Display
• Desired Temperature Display
• Self-diagnostic monitoring and display to simplify
maintenance and service
• Safety lock-out in the event of logic failure
• Electronic ignition eliminates the need for a continuous
pilot light, and saves on gas.
Made in Australia
Designed and built in Australia. HX heaters incorporate a
marine grade powder coated external cabinet which will
ensure that it will perform eficiently and last longer in all
weather conditions.

